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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Inquiry into the State Procurement Board (‘the Board’) by the Statutory Authorities
Review Committee (‘the Committee’) stems from concerns received from stakeholders that
public authorities may not be in full compliance with all current State Procurement Board
policies and guidelines, and with the South Australian Industry Participation Policy and
Procedural Guidelines (‘IPP’). This is despite a number of initiatives being implemented after
the Committee’s previous Inquiry into the Board in 2015. The Committee made five
recommendations in its previous Inquiry concerning the Board, a statutory authority whose
functions include setting the strategic direction of, and ensuring compliance with, procurement
practices across Government, supporting the procurement operations of public authorities, and
providing advice to responsible Ministers and principal officers on matters relevant to
procurement operations. The five recommendations made by the Committee in its previous
Inquiry included that a jurisdictional review be conducted (to establish how South Australia’s
procurement framework compared to those in interstate jurisdictions), that the Board
membership include an independent Presiding Member not from the South Australian
Executive Service and there be stronger representation of small business expertise on the
Board. The then Treasurer, Hon Tom Koutsantonis MP, did not accept the Committee’s
recommendations in relation to amending the composition of the Board, however, the Board
did commission two jurisdictional reviews by UNE Partnerships and KPMG.1 Departmental
representatives subsequently appeared before the Committee on the Board’s behalf in April
2017.
The Committee, despite its earlier efforts, was concerned that the current procurement
framework in South Australia continues to fall short in achieving the required balance between
securing value for money for the State, with ensuring local businesses are given sufficient
opportunities to secure State Government contracts, and queried whether the Board was
performing adequately in relation to its statutory functions. It therefore resolved for a
subsequent Inquiry into the State Procurement Board on 10 September 2018. Evidence
received in this latest Inquiry demonstrated that procurement staff are either not able to follow
the complex myriad of procurement policies and guidelines that make up the procurement
framework, or are choosing to solely rely on cost factors or rebates which enables supply
contracts to be won by large interstate companies. This is despite the existence of the IPP,
which the Committee heard is not being applied correctly during State Government tender
processes, especially in secondary processes used by Departments to secure sole suppliers from
across-Government panels.
The Committee finds that the State Procurement Board is currently not in a position to
adequately achieve its functions and to enable the necessary balance required for local business
participation in Government tenders and providing value for money for the State. Factors
leading to this finding include the Board’s Chairperson’s explanation to the Committee (who

1

State Procurement Board Response to Questions on Notice, 3 May 2017, pp. 1 and 3.
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is nominated by the Under Treasurer) that she does not have the capacity to dedicate the
required time to the Board’s work during office hours, being the current Acting Public Trustee.
Other factors that indicated that the Board is not fulfilling its functions to a sufficient level
were its responses to Committee questioning that showed it had only once provided advice to
responsible Ministers relating to procurement operations of public authorities since 2004. It
also has no power to require procurement staff to attend training, other than contract
management, as public authorities are left to determine the training and capability requirements
of their staff.2 The Committee found that the Chief Procurement Officer position has been left
vacant since November 2018, after its initial establishment in 2016, which was envisaged to
play a significant role in determining how procurement is undertaken by government agencies
and to develop across-Government procurement governance. The very need for such a role
shows, in the Committee’s view, that the Board was not in a position to provide this important
function. The Committee notes a consideration of abolishing the Board by the former
Government as part of its Boards and Committees review in 2014, however, it left the matter
for further investigation.3 Having regard to all of these factors, and the short fall in the system
raised by witnesses in the Inquiry, the Committee recommends that procurement in this State
deserves a dedicated office and position, reporting to the Treasurer, and calls on the Treasurer
to abolish the State Procurement Board. The Committee suggests that the Treasurer consider
establishing an office of the Chief Procurement Officer, which strengthens the current role of
the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer. This enables an ability for procurement
policy and framework to be advised upon by both Industry stakeholders and Heads of
Procurement in public authorities. The Committee envisages a new, simplified procurement
framework, similar to that in existence in Queensland, and considers this model an opportunity
for the State Government Procurement Strategy to align directly with the Government’s
Growth Agenda.
The evidence before the Committee in this Inquiry also suggested a disconnect between the
Industry Advocate’s role and mandatory policies to be applied by public authorities in the
procurement and tender process, and with procurement staff running the tender processes
within public authorities. The Committee has determined that, despite the existence of the IPP,
a greater emphasis on strengthening local South Australian business participation at the State
Government agency level requires a higher level of encouragement. The Committee has
therefore made a number of recommendations to enable capable South Australian businesses
to compete fairly with larger interstate companies in the procurement process to win State
Government contracts. This includes agency staff being aware of, and a clearer definition
given to, ‘Value for Money’, in the hope that an increased number of State Government
contracts are won by South Australian businesses, with the significant inevitable flow-on
effects to be received by the local community.
The Committee sees a need to respond to the wide-spread lack of confidence in the IPP being
applied correctly at State Government agency level, and the Committee questions whether it is
2
3

State Procurement Board, Response to Questions on Notice, 16 May 2019, p. 5.
Final Report: Boards and Committees, Government of South Australia, 30 October 2014, p. 56.
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sufficient in its current state to allow for the increase in local business participation in winning
State Government contracts, for which it was established. The Committee heard instances of
erroneous applications of the IPP and, in particular, Economic Contribution Tests and Industry
Participation Plans, during tender processes. The Committee recommends that the minimum
15 per cent weighting of Economic Contribution Tests and Industry Participation Plans occur
at an early phase of evaluating tender responses, and that annual reporting on IPP details be
expanded to reporting to both the Treasurer and the Industry Advocate. Given that Strategic
Procurement within the Department of Treasury and Finance is involved in contract
management over across-Government panels, the Committee sees value in referring to the IPP
principles in the relevant Treasurer’s Instructions as a reminder of the IPP obligations to be
followed by procurement staff in the public service.
Other consistent themes before the Committee in this Inquiry included a lack of support for
local businesses sitting on across-Government panels. A specific instance referred to in this
Inquiry occurred at the secondary procurement level, whereby public authorities choose a sole
supplier from the existing across-Government panellists. The Committee heard occasions
where the Industry Advocate and/or the State Procurement Board investigated and advised on
such processes, as a result of complaints made about the tender processes and evaluations. The
Committee also received evidence on the use of value-add rebates or donations used by public
authorities to distinguish between tender applications during secondary procurement processes,
which were donated to third parties. The Committee sought evidence from the Department for
Education in relation to this practice, after receiving evidence from across-Government
panellists suggesting inappropriate inducement behaviour, claims which were subsequently
refuted by the Department for Education. As a result of receiving evidence on the use of rebates
in secondary procurement processes, the Committee considers it necessary for a formal
definition to be given to the term ‘Value-Add’, which limits the use of such value-adds to the
nature of the goods or services being supplied under a tender contract, and does not allow for
unrelated purposes or for donations to unrelated third parties. The need for a clearer definition
for ‘Value for Money’ was also a recurring theme of the Inquiry, and the Committee notes
other jurisdictions’ successful attempts at achieving this in their procurement frameworks. The
Committee finds that its suggested initiatives provide a more consistent and compliant
approach to State Government procurement to be performed by procurement staff at agency
level.
The Committee is also mindful of the current South Australian Productivity Commission
Inquiry into Government Procurement, and notes that the Final Report from Stage 1 of that
Inquiry was delivered to the Premier on 17 May 2019 and subsequently published (along with
the State Government’s response) on 9 August 2019. Stage 2 of that Inquiry is due to be
reported on by 31 October 2019, which now includes an expanded Terms of Reference. The
Committee notes findings from the Productivity Commission Final Report (Stage 1) that
accords with the findings in this Report, namely that the current procurement framework can
be simplified, there is currently insufficient policy clarity in some key areas including value
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for money, and better value outcomes can result from increasing knowledge of, and
engagement with, local suppliers by public authorities.4
The Committee is grateful to the individuals, businesses, organisations and State Government
departments and employees who made submissions to the Committee in this Inquiry, both
orally and in writing. These submissions added substantial value to the conduct of the Inquiry
and to the subsequent resulting recommendations. The Committee also appreciates the
information provided by the Board to assist the Committee in its Inquiry.

4

South Australian Productivity Commission, Inquiry into Government Procurement Stage 1, Final Report, 17
May 2019, p. 12.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
After carefully considering the evidence received in this Inquiry, the Committee makes the
following recommendations:
1.

The Committee recommends that the State Procurement Board be abolished, along with
all associated Guidelines, Policies and legislation.

2.

The Committee recommends that an Office of the Chief Procurement Officer be
established, which:
•
•
•
•
•

strengthens the current across-Government Chief Procurement Officer role;
consolidates the current administrative staff servicing the State Procurement Board;
provides a stronger link to, and consultation with, the Industry Advocate;
ensures a consistent approach to procurement operations of public authorities; and
provides assistance with, and support to, managing across-Government panels.

3.

The Committee recommends for the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer to
report directly to the Treasurer, to advise and support the South Australian procurement
function and improving oversight of, and connection with, public authority Chief
Procurement Officers to ensure a consistent and compliant approach to State
Government procurement, and confirm a stronger link to, and consultation with, the
Industry Advocate.

4.

The Committee recommends a simplification of existing procurement policies, by
establishing a procurement framework/strategy (such as the Queensland model) that
aligns with the Government’s Growth Agenda and with the South Australian Industry
Participation Policy. In determining a new model, the Committee recommends the
Treasurer explore a solution that ensures the Government’s procurement policies are
best reflected and focuses on local procurement strategies for the public service to
follow when spending public monies.

5.

The Committee recommends that the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer
oversee current Tier 1 departmental Chief Procurement Officers, with an ability for
advice to be sought and received, ensuring consistency and compliance with State
procurement operations of public authorities.

6.

The Committee recommends that the Industry Advocate attend Heads of Procurement
meetings (to be chaired by the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer) and
allow for the Industry Advocate to provide advice to Heads of Procurement, with that
advice being reflected in the Minutes of those meetings.
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7.

The Committee recommends a consistent and simplified approach for acrossGovernment panellists responding to subsequent requests for tender, and recommends
that panellists be provided with an opportunity to meet with the contact person and
relevant professional within the agency in order for further budgetary and background
information to be received, prior to candidates submitting a detailed response in their
substantive application (including in the Industry Participation Plan form). Where there
is a two-stage procurement process (panel contract, Expression of Interest/design
followed by construction stage) the Committee recommends that there should be a
Statement of Intent at the first stage to gauge what the various proponents are
committing. The Committee also recommends ongoing support be provided to acrossGovernment panellists by the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer.

8.

The Committee recommends that procurement evaluation panels should include a
representative from the area of services to be provided within the agency being assessed
(for example, a marketing representative for the Communication Services Panel).

9.

The Committee recommends the new state procurement framework/strategy provide a
clear definition of ‘Value for Money’ and on appropriate secondary procurement
process practices, including the use of value-adds, with an appropriate definition given
for ‘Value-Adds’ to ensure they are limited to:
• goods/services/rebates related to the nature of the goods or services being supplied
under a tender contract; and
• provided to the public authority running the tender process (and not
donations/rebates to unrelated third parties).

10.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer amend the South Australian Industry
Participation Policy and its Procedural Guidelines to include:
(a) a clearer requirement for Economic Contribution Tests (‘ECTs’) and Industry
Participation Plans (‘IP Plans’) to be applied in all secondary procurement
processes;
(b) a tender requirement that the IP Plans and ECTs relevant 15 per cent weighting
occur at an early phase of all procurement evaluations; and
(c) a requirement that all Responsible Government Agencies report on their IPP
obligations in their Annual Reports, to the Treasurer and to the Office of the
Industry Advocate, including their obligation to invite a local business to quote
when an open tender process has not been conducted.

11.

The Committee also recommends that the above recommended amendments to the
South Australian Industry Participation Policy and its Procedural Guidelines be
reflected in the Premier and Cabinet Circular 033, and a communication be made to all
Chief Executives of Responsible Government Agencies to reflect the importance and
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application of the above amendments, to enable the instructions to filter down to State
Government agency procurement staff. The Committee also recommends that the
Premier and Cabinet Circular 033 be further amended so that the Chief Executive
Performance Indicators also apply to measure and evaluate the performance of Agency
Heads of Procurement/Chief Procurement Officers against the objectives of the South
Australian Industry Participation Policy and Procedural Guidelines.
12.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer consider including a reference to the
South Australian Industry Participation Policy and Procedural Guidelines in the
relevant Treasurer’s Instruction, in order to provide a formal link between value for
money for public expenditure and promoting government expenditure that results in
economic development for South Australia, as he is required to promote pursuant to
section 4(2) of the Industry Advocate Act 2017 (SA).

13.

The Committee recommends that the new State procurement framework/strategy
include an overhaul of the current Procurement Governance Committees structure, in
that meaningful consideration be given by procurement committees in Government
agencies in relation to the economic benefits from any specific procurement, rather than
the current “tick the box” approach. The Committee also recommends that Minutes
from Procurement Governance Committees should be forwarded to the Office of the
Chief Procurement Officer.

14.

The Committee recommends that Acquisition Plans submitted to the Office of the
Industry Advocate should be allocated a performance score to rate the level of market
engagement conducted by the agency, and determine whether considerations were
given to the key elements of the Government’s Growth Agenda of employment growth
and capital investment in the State.

15.

The Committee recommends that the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer conduct
regular mandatory training and up-skilling of departmental procurement staff, in
conjunction with the Industry Advocate. The Committee also recommends that the
Office of the Chief Procurement Officer instigate a communication campaign to agency
staff about the importance of their purchasing decisions and the importance of meeting
economic benefit objectives. The Committee further recommends that a similar checklist than that which is currently provided for stationary purchases be provided and used
in the SA Product and Services Register, and used in staff training. The Committee
also recommends consideration be given to training being made available to businesses
and panellists on across-Government panels, to enhance the understanding around the
requirements and expectations of public authorities in relation to the tender process.

16.

The Committee recommends a reinstatement of the Commercial Acumen Workshops,
hosted by the Office of the Industry Advocate, with attendance costs to be covered by
Government agencies.
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17.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer consider including construction projects
over $150,000 (plus GST) to the oversight of the Office of the Chief Procurement
Officer.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACMA

Air Conditioning & Mechanical Contractors’ Association of SA
Incorporated

Act

State Procurement Act 2004 (SA)

ANCOL

The Associated Newsagents Cooperative (SA) Ltd

APU

Accredited Purchasing Unit

Board

State Procurement Board

Committee

Statutory Authorities Review Committee

CPO

Chief Procurement Officer

DECD

Former Department for Education and Child Development

DCP

Department of Child Protection

DPC

Department of the Premier and Cabinet

DPTI

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure

DTF

Department of Treasury and Finance

ECT

Economic Contribution Test

EOI

Expression of Interest

ICAC

Independent Commissioner Against Corruption

Industry Advocate Act

Industry Advocate Act 2017 (SA)

IPP

South Australian Industry Participation Policy and Procedural
Guidelines

IP Plan

Industry Participation Plan

Regulations

State Procurement Regulations 2005 (SA)

RGA

Responsible Government Agency

SAPOL

South Australia Police

SME

Small and medium-sized enterprise

Winc

Winc Australia Pty Limited
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INTRODUCTION
Functions of the Statutory Authorities Review Committee
The functions of the Committee, as defined under section 15C of the Parliamentary
Committees Act 1991 (SA), are:
(a) to inquire into, consider and report on any statutory authority referred to it under this
Act, including—
(i)

the need for the authority to continue in existence;

(ii) the functions of the authority and the need for the authority to continue to
perform those functions;
(iii) the net effect of the authority and its operations on the finances of the State;
(iv) whether the authority and its operations provide the most effective, efficient
and economical means for achieving the purposes for which the authority was
established;
(v) whether the structure of the authority is appropriate to its functions;
(vi) whether the functions or operations of the statutory authority duplicate or
overlap in any respect the functions or operations of another authority, body
or person;
(b) to perform such other functions as are imposed on the Committee under this or any
other Act or by resolution of both Houses.

Pursuant to section 16(1) of the Parliamentary Committees Act 1991 (SA), any matter that is
relevant to the functions of the Committee may be referred to the Committee:
(a)
(b)
(c)

by resolution of the Committee’s appointing House or Houses, or either of the
Committee’s appointing Houses; or
by the Governor, by notice published in the Gazette; or
of the Committee’s own motion.

Terms of Reference
The Committee adopted the following Terms of Reference for the Inquiry:
The Statutory Authorities Review Committee has resolved to inquire into and report on the
State Procurement Board. The Inquiry will focus on:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

the scope of the State Procurement Act 2004;
current State procurement processes and practices;
small and medium-sized business participation in government procurement; and
any other relevant matters.
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Conduct of the Inquiry
The Committee advertised the Inquiry in the Advertiser newspaper on 15 September 2018 and
in the following regional papers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yorke Peninsula Country Times – 18 September 2018;
The Islander – 20 September 2018;
Port Lincoln Times – 25 September 2018;
The Border Watch – 18 September 2018;
Transcontinental – 19 September 2018; and
Port Pirie Recorder – 20 September 2018.

The Committee received written submissions from ten interested stakeholders, including the
State Procurement Board. Details of the submissions received are included in this Report at
Appendix 1.
The Committee subsequently met on eight occasions to hear evidence from 25 witnesses.5 A
list of these witnesses is included in this Report at Appendix 2.

5

Please note, due to the volume of evidence, Committee Hansard is cited throughout this Report as:
Evidence, [Date of Hearing], page reference in the Committee Hansard (Name of Witness).
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TERM OF REFERENCE 1
1. The scope of the State Procurement Act 2004 (SA)
1.1 Legislation Overview
The State Procurement Act 2004 (SA) (‘the Act’) regulates the procurement operations of
public authorities and establishes the State Procurement Board (‘the Board’), along with
outlining the Board’s functions. The State Procurement Regulations 2005 (‘the Regulations’)
specifies a list of prescribed public authorities to which the Act and its provisions do not
apply. The Committee notes, however, that the Department of Treasury and Finance (‘DTF’)
is currently overseeing a review into prescribed public authorities in accordance with the
Government’s election commitment.6 The Committee also notes the current Productivity
Commission Inquiry into Government Procurement, which commenced on 31 October 2018
and will deliver its Final Report into Stage 2 of that Inquiry on 31 October 2019.
The object of the Act is:
… to advance government priorities and objectives by a system of procurement for public
authorities directed towards—
(a) obtaining value in the expenditure of public money; and
(b) providing for ethical and fair treatment of participants; and
(c) ensuring probity, accountability and transparency in procurement operations.7
The Act covers procurement operations consisting of the procurement of goods and services
required by the public authority for its operations.8 Exclusions from the scope of the Act
include construction projects exceeding $150,0009 and grant funding provided to a third party
by a public authority10. Further, the Act does not apply to local government bodies and
universities.11

1.2 Board Functions and Structure
The Act provides the Board’s functions as follows: 12

6

State Procurement Board, Submission no. 3, Statutory Authorities Review Committee, Inquiry into the State
Procurement Board, 16 October 2018, p. 2.
7
State Procurement Act 2004 (SA), s. 3(1).
8
Ibid at s. 4.
9
State Procurement Regulations 2005 (SA), reg 5(1)(a).
10
Ibid at reg 5(1)(b).
11
State Procurement Act 2004 (SA), s. 5.
12
State Procurement Act 2004 (SA), s. 12(1).
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(a) to facilitate strategic procurement by public authorities by setting the strategic
direction of procurement practices across government;
(b) to develop, issue and keep under review policies, principles and guidelines relating
to the procurement operations of public authorities;
(c) to develop, issue and keep under review standards for procurement by public
authorities using electronic procurement systems;
(d) to give directions relating to the procurement operations of public authorities;
(e) to investigate and keep under review levels of compliance with the Board’s
procurement policies, principles, guidelines, standards and directions;
(f) to undertake, make arrangements for or otherwise facilitate or support the
procurement operations of public authorities;
(g) to assist in the development and delivery of training and development courses and
activities relevant to the procurement operations of public authorities;
(h) to provide advice and make recommendations to responsible Ministers and
principal officers on any matters relevant to the procurement operations of public
authorities;
(i) to carry out the Board’s functions in relation to prescribed public authorities and
any other functions assigned to the Board under this Act.
The Act provides that the Board and the responsible Minister must, in administering the Act,
have regard to, and seek to further, the object of the Act.13 The Board explained its ongoing
business activities to the Committee as including the following:14
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the review of public authority submissions to the Board;
the development and review of the procurement policy framework;
capability development and training;
secretariat support;
complaint investigation and resolution;
issuing procurement authority to newly established public authorities; and
reviewing compliance with the procurement framework.

Appendix 3 to this Report, as provided by the Board, includes statistics on agency
submissions considered by the Board for the past three financial years.15

13

Ibid at s. 3(2).
State Procurement Board, Submission no. 3, Statutory Authorities Review Committee, Inquiry into the State
Procurement Board, 16 October 2018, p. 1.
15
Ibid at Appendix 1.
14
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The Board is comprised of a Presiding Member and eight members appointed by the
Governor, with four drawn from the public sector and four from the private sector.16 The
membership must include persons who together have practical knowledge of, and experience
or expertise in, procurement, private commerce or industry, industry development, industrial
relations, information technology, risk management, environmental protection and
management, community service and social inclusion.17 The Presiding Member of the Board
is required to be the Chief Executive of the public authority charged with the administration
of the Act, or their nominee.18 As part of its previous Inquiry into the State Procurement
Board, the Committee recommended amending the composition of the Board, so that the
Presiding Member was not a part of the South Australian Executive Service and that the skill
mix of Board Members include having experience or expertise in small business.19 In the
then Treasurer’s Response to the previous Inquiry’s Recommendations, he indicated that the
Chief Executive of Treasury and Finance could appoint a non-South Australian Executive
Service member as the Chief Executive’s nominee for the position of Presiding Member of
the Board.20 Similarly, in the Board’s Response to Questions on Notice from their April 2017
appearance before the Committee, they stated that the current South Australian legislation
provides the Chief Executive the flexibility and discretion to determine the best candidate for
the Presiding Member position.21 The Committee notes that the current Presiding Member
of the Board, Ms Nicolle Rantanen, was appointed as the Chief Executive’s nominee in April
201622 and is also the current Acting Public Trustee. The Committee also notes that the
majority of interstate Procurement Boards/Committees have government employees as their
chairpersons, with only the Victorian Government Purchasing Board, Northern Territory
Procurement Review Board and Tasmania (whose procurement function is managed through
Treasurer’s Instructions) having independent chairpersons. The then Treasurer also indicated
in his response to the previous Inquiry’s recommendations that on average, half of the then
private sector members of the Board have, or have had, small business experience.23
When the Board appeared before the Committee in this Inquiry, the Committee heard that it
had two vacancies in its membership, and has been awaiting the outcome of the Productivity
Commission review before new Board members were to be appointed by the Treasurer.24
Subsequently, upon the election of Ms Andrea Michaels MP to State Parliament, the
Committee heard there are three vacancies currently in the Board’s membership.25 Further,
the Board confirmed that it did not require a full membership to be operational. 26 Other
16

State Procurement Act 2004 (SA), s. 7(1).
Ibid at s. 7(2).
18
Ibid at s. 7(1)(a).
19
62nd Report of the Statutory Authorities Review Committee, ‘Inquiry into the State Procurement Board of
South Australia’, 1 December 2015, p. 16.
20
Letter from Hon Tom Koutsantonis MP, Treasurer, 10 March 2016, p. 1.
21
State Procurement Board, Responses to Questions on Notice, 3 May 2017, p. 4.
22
Response to Questions on Notice, State Procurement Board, 3 May 2017, p. 4.
23
Letter from Hon Tom Koutsantonis MP, Treasurer, 10 March 2016, p. 2.
24
Evidence, 19 November 2018, p. 5 (Nicolle Rantanen).
25
State Procurement Board, Responses to Questions on Notice, 16 May 2019, p. 1.
26
State Procurement Board, Response to Questions on Notice, 20 December 2018, p. 3.
17
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stakeholders who provided submissions in this Inquiry commented that the composition of
the Board had been lacking private sector members since October 2017.27 The Air
Conditioning and Mechanical Contractors’ Association of SA Incorporated (‘ACMA’) stated
their concerns that the current Board membership did not meet the requirements as outlined
in the Act, and that the (then) two vacant positions be replaced with persons holding
‘experience and skills in procurement in the private sector for SME’s’28.
The Committee notes that the position of an across-Government Chief Procurement Officer
(‘CPO’) was established subsequent to its previous Inquiry on 24 October 2016 as part of the
procurement reform agenda.29 The Board explained that the CPO position was initially
created to play a significant role in determining how procurement is undertaken by
government agencies and would be working with the Board to develop across-Government
procurement governance.30 The CPO reported to the Chief Executive of the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet (‘DPC’) and was appointed to the Board, to ensure alignment in
across-Government procurement governance and reform co-ordination. 31 The Board also
delegated some of its operational functions to the CPO. The CPO worked closely with
agencies to improve productivity and efficiency through performance monitoring,
benchmarking and the use of data analytics.32 It was also envisaged that the CPO would
increase the oversight of agency procurement savings targets.33 However, the Board
explained to the Committee that the CPO position had not been filled since approximately
November 2018, with the CPO’s previous functions currently being supported by the
Executive Director and the Director of Strategic Procurement and Governance, both within
Government Services, whilst the Productivity Commission review takes place. 34 The Board
also stated to the Committee that the CPO role may be enhanced in the future, with potentially
some of the current functionality of the Board assigned to that role, depending upon the
findings of the Productivity Commission review.35
In relation to the Board performing its functions under the Act, the Board stated to the
Committee that it is satisfied that it is fulfilling its requirements under the Act as it currently
stands.36 However, the Board noted that any findings from this Inquiry or from the
Productivity Commission review may inform them as to necessary future improvements.37
When asked on whether the Presiding Member had sufficient capacity to work as Chief
Executive of a busy agency, such as the Public Trustee, and devote the required time to her
27
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Presiding Member role of the Board, Ms Rantanen stated that she does both positions by
dedicating time outside of work hours to complete all necessary demands.38 When questioned
further, Ms Rantanen explained that she currently devotes approximately half a day a week
to the Board Presiding Member role.39
When asked about the Heads of Agency meetings currently organised by the Board, the Board
explained to the Committee that such meetings are held on a quarterly basis with acrossGovernment Heads of Procurement.40 The meetings are a community practice for agencies
to share information on general topical procurement matters, but such meetings are not
recognised as a governance group designed to discuss specific complaints or provide advice
to the Board.41 The Committee notes that such meetings are held on a quarterly basis and
were previously chaired by the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer, however the
meetings are not minuted42, and are rarely attended by the Presiding Member of the Board43
or any other Board members.44

1.3 Construction Projects Excluded from the Scope of the Act
The Committee received evidence from a number of stakeholders regarding the exclusion of
construction projects over $150,000 (plus GST) from the scope of the Act. As stated above,
the Regulations exclude prescribed construction projects of a cost exceeding $150,000 from
the definition of ‘procurement operations’ in section 4 of the Act.45 A prescribed construction
project is defined in the Regulations, as:46
(a) is a project that primarily involves the procurement of construction work; and
(b) encompasses(i) the acquisition and installation of fixtures, plant, equipment, appliances and
fittings in conjunction with the construction work; and
(ii) the acquisition of survey, planning, design and other services in conjunction
with the construction work; and
(c) does not encompass the acquisition of goods and services for the ongoing
maintenance of a building or structure.
Pursuant to the Department of the Premier and Cabinet Circular PC028 – Construction
Procurement Policy Project Implementation Process, the Minister for Transport,
Infrastructure and Local Government, supported by the Department of Planning, Transport
38
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and Infrastructure (‘DPTI’), has responsibility for construction policy development and
implementation.47 The Board advised the Committee that in relation to complaints made, and
investigations into, construction industry subcontracting, the Small Business Commissioner
is the relevant body to assist as construction projects over $150,000 are outside of their
remit.48 The Industry Advocate submitted to the Committee that he could see no practical
reason why construction projects exceeding $150,000 should be excluded from the
Regulations, with the exclusion resulting in agencies operating in the construction sector not
adopting reforms made by the Board.49 The Industry Advocate explained to the Committee
that the building and construction team in DPTI engage with his office on a regular basis, and
ask for advice in relation to Industry Participation Plans (‘IP Plans’) applying to tenders.50
The Committee also notes that jurisdictions, such as New South Wales, include construction
within the procurement realm covered by their Procurement Boards.51 The New South Wales
Procurement Board has established the Construction Leadership Group as an advisory group
to advise the Procurement Board on the following:52
• matters

that may impact on the delivery of the NSW Government infrastructure and
general construction program and ways to address those impacts;
• strategies and opportunities to improve the value for money achieved in construction
procurement;
• minimising procurement related business costs for agencies and suppliers as far as
practical;
• sharing relevant information across agencies;
• ensuring that construction materials and processes comply with relevant standards;
and
• enabling appropriate competition consistent with Australia’s international trade
obligations.
The Committee heard concerns from building and construction industry stakeholders
regarding the Board’s inability to engage and have oversight in their sector, especially being
one of the most aggressive and larger procurement areas of State Government spending.53
Comments made to the Committee included that there is no rational basis for excluding
construction projects over $165,000 (including GST) from Board procurement policy, when
47
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billions of dollars have been spent by Federal, State and Local Governments and when local
SMEs are demanding an opportunity to compete.54 Industry stakeholders also complained of
consistent lagged payment to sub-contractors, with payment terms almost never being met
and where the sub-contractor has little bargaining power to negotiate fairer contractual
terms.55 Ultimately, those stakeholders recommended to the Committee that building and
construction projects should no longer be excluded from the Regulations and should come
within the purview of the Board’s oversight.56 Consult Australia explained to the Committee
that lifting the construction exemption would provide standardisation for their members and
would allow for more contracts to be included in a government-wide approach to procurement
practices.57 They also commented to the Committee that projects over the $165,000 threshold
are restricted to specific departments that have their own rules, and they have experienced
differences in approaches by DPTI and the DTF.58 Consult Australia submitted further that
if construction industry projects over $165,000 were under the Board’s purview, it could
provide greater consistency of procurement practices and documents across government,
leading to greater certainty to businesses tendering for government contracts and the
application of procurement policies.59 Consult Australia also noted the collaborative-based
approaches to procurement which were endorsed by the Transport and Infrastructure Council
at their meeting in November 2018, with a commitment from Ministers across Australian and
New Zealand jurisdictions to report back in 12 months’ time on actions taken to support those
high-level principles.60
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TERM OF REFERENCE 2
2. Current State Procurement Processes and Practices
2.1 Background on State Procurement Board Processes and Practices
The Board has developed a Procurement Policy Framework and a suite of policies and
guidelines for State Government agencies to follow in the procurement of goods and services.
These policies and guidelines relate to procurement governance, reporting, Government
requirements (for example, procurement for emergencies, value for money and international
obligations) and procurement process.61 These 21 State Procurement Board policies and
guidelines are also complemented by Treasurer’s Instructions and the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet Circulars. Currently, the Board’s overarching policy for the operation
of procurement within State Government public authorities is entitled ‘Procurement Policy
Framework’. This policy lists other policies and guidelines within the procurement process
generally, and includes a full list at Appendix 1 of the Procurement Policy Framework (see
Appendix 4 to this Report), with no apparent or specific linking in the guiding document.
As part of its role, the Board provides public authorities with a procurement authority. A
procurement authority enables the principal officer of a public authority to approve
procurement transactions up to the authority value without the need for State Procurement
Board approval. The Board states that this promotes ‘good governance and managerial
effectiveness at the local level, and providing greater accountability to public authority Chief
Executives’62. If a public authority wishes to undertake a procurement that exceeds its
procurement authority, it is required to submit an Acquisition Plan for the procurement to the
Board for review (unless the procurement involves an across-Government or Lead Agency
contract).63
There are three tiers of procurement authority, as follows:
Tier 1: $15,000,000
Tier 2: $1,500,000
Tier 3: $220,000.
The Department of Human Services, Department for Education, SA Health, DPTI, DTF and
the South Australia Police have Tier 1 procurement authority.64 The Board also monitors the
capability, capacity and compliance of public authorities with procurement authority through
its Accreditation and Assurance reviews. Tier 1 public authorities are required to undertake
State Procurement Board, ‘Procurement Policy Framework’ (Version 4.0, July 2017) p. 7.
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an Accreditation review and an Assurance review every four years.65 Tier 2 and 3 public
authorities are only required to undertake an Assurance review every four years.66 The Board
stated in their submission to the Committee that these programs provide them with ‘key
mechanisms by which the effectiveness of the government’s system of procurement can be
assessed and overall capability improved’67.
2.2 Accreditation Program
The Board’s Accreditation program seeks to ensure that Tier 1 public authorities have the
capability and capacity to undertake procurements.68 Tier 1 public authorities account for
approximately 80% of the goods and services procurement spend across the State
Government.69 As provided by the Board, the following table lists the goods and services
spend across Tier 1 public authorities for the 2016-2017 financial year:70
Table 1: Goods and Services Spend Across Tier 1 Public Authorities

The program involves the public authority undertaking a self-assessment against key
principles describing good procurement practice, and a lead reviewer then validating the
65
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assessment. The lead reviewer reviews public authorities and reports findings to the public
authority and to the Board.71 The Accreditation program reviews six public authorities across
28 better practice procurement principles in five different procurement capabilities including
leadership and strategy, organisation and people, governance and performance management,
processes and systems and internal and external relationships.72 If ultimately any significant
issues arise out of accreditation reviews in areas such as governance, risk or procurement
principles, the Board can reduce the procurement authority or increase oversight of
procurement operations for that public authority.73 Upon questioning from the Committee,
the Board explained that its Accreditation programs are reported on by independent
reviewers, and are selected after a competitive procurement process.74 The Board stated that
the current Accreditation reviews are being undertaken by ArcBlue, which has consultants
who specialise in procurement and procurement support.75
2.3 Assurance Program
The Board’s Assurance program seeks to ensure public authorities are correctly implementing
procurement policies and reviews all public authorities with a procurement authority.76 The
Board states that the program enables it to meet its statutory obligations by focussing on
compliance with Board procurement policies, principles, guidelines, standards or directions.77
To conduct the review, a lead reviewer with audit and risk experience and procurement
knowledge reviews compliance with Board policies across all public authorities every four
years. Tier 2 authorities are also reviewed every four years across a basic set of 12 better
practice procurement principles as part of the Board’s Assurance program.78
2.4 Capability Development
In accordance with section 12 of the Act, the Board has implemented a Procurement
Capability Development Strategy 2017-19, which is directed at assisting public authorities
with training and development courses in order to improve procurement and contract
management skills of their staff, to contribute to value for money outcomes and improved
government services.79 The Committee notes, however, that the Board cannot mandate
procurement training for agency procurement staff, which is determined by each public
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authority.80 The Board initiated targeted training as a result of a skills gap analysis undertaken
in late 2016, and an expanded range of training products were implemented by the Board in
2018 to assist in ‘uplifting capability in the identified areas’81. The Board also engaged an
external consultant in early 2018 to follow up on whole of government capability assessment,
with results indicating that there was an increase in knowledge across procurement and
contract management since the 2016 Board analysis.82
When questioned on the level of training of procurement staff in its agency, SA Health
explained to the Committee that it has developed a range of online IPP resources for all
portfolio staff that detail information on IPP responsibilities, compliance requirements and
reporting arrangements.83 SA Health also stated that they regularly remind their staff
involved in procurement and contract management of the IPP responsibilities through regular
communiques.84 Upon further questioning on whether specific training is provided to their
procurement officers, SA Health responded that their officers undergo regular training and
development, including Board training, advanced practitioner training with third party
providers and IPAA courses.85 Simple Procurement and Process Awareness sessions are also
available for SA Health staff to attend, which include references to IPP requirements, and are
held on a bimonthly basis.86 SA Health explained to the Committee that they expect their full
time procurement officers in the central procurement function to be across all applicable
South Australian procurement policies and procedural guidelines.87 The Department for
Education Chief Procurement Officer stated to the Committee that all procurement officers
within his office are provided with training in relation to compliance with Board policies and
IPP guidelines.88 He also believed that a procurement officer in his agency would be across
every policy and procedural guideline applicable to expected processes and practices. 89
The South Australia Police (‘SAPOL’) explained to the Committee that the agency provides
training for its procurement officers, and manages procurement through a centre-led area
which concentrates on policy and larger procurements.90 Smaller procurements with less risk
attached are delegated to different divisions and handled locally, whereas higher level
procurement officers handle projects over $220,000 or at least review the projects.91 SAPOL
stated before the Committee that their intent is for their procurement officers within the
centre-led procurement office to be across all State Government procurement policies and
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guidelines, whether initiated from the Board or the Industry Advocate.92 However, Mr Keith
Hendry explained that not all policies and guidelines come through the Board, so there can
be two sources of information with two objectives, potentially clashing.93 He explained to
the Committee that the introduction of the IPP was an example whereby liaison should have
occurred between the Board and the Industry Advocate, to allow for the IPP intentions and
objectives to be put within the current Board policies and guidelines instead of stand-alone
guidelines.94 Other external procurement considerations for their agency are the Treasurer’s
Instructions.95 This requires further research from SAPOL procurement officers in order to
ensure compliance with all procurement policies that could impact their work, rather than
having everything come through the Board to enable a tick-a-box list to be checked off during
procurement processes.96
Consult Australia noted a recent improvement in the skills of procurement officers within
South Australian government agencies, and explained to the Committee that their members
are often engaged as consultants to assist in contract management on large transport
projects.97
2.5 2016 Procurement Reform Strategy
In late 2016, the Board was involved in a major State procurement reform strategy to:98
•
•
•

reduce red tape and expedite the finalisation of procurements;
deliver a less complex procurement framework, including simplifying procurement to
a higher value and standardising procurement practices and documents; and
increasing commercial acumen available to agencies through the Capability Program
(see above).

As a result of the reform strategy, the Board implemented the following initiatives to seek to
support small and medium-size business participation in government procurement:99
•
•

increasing the simple procurement threshold from $220,000 to $550,000;
simplifying processes for procurements up to and including $550,000 with public
authorities now only required to seek:
o a minimum of one quote up to $33,000;
o a minimum of three written quotes to be sought from $33,000 to $220,000;
o a minimum of five written quotes to be sought from $220,000 to $550,000;
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•
•
•

reducing insurance requirements100;
simplifying standard bid and contract templates; and
improving transparency as a result of publishing forward procurement plans at the
lowered dollar threshold of $220,000.

The Board’s Simple Procurement Policy (for procurements up to $500,000) and Acquisition
Planning Policy reflect the IPP requirements, such as requiring agencies to receive a minimum
number of quotes. 101 In recent years, all other states and territories have adopted similar
measures to encourage local businesses to participate in government procurement. A Better
Customer Charter for Business was also introduced as part of the 2016 procurement reform
strategy, with the Board explaining that key charter requirements have been incorporated into
Board procurement policies.102 The Committee received evidence, however, that this Charter
may not be effective in its current state, as there is no monitoring of its effectiveness or
whether it is in fact being implemented.103 It was also noted to the Committee that the Charter
is no longer available to view on the Board’s website.104 Stakeholders also suggested to the
Committee that a Model Client Policy be adopted by governments in order to ensure that
governments behave ethically and fairly in their dealings with the private sector, and work
collaboratively with industry (in line with governments’ Model Litigant Policy).105 It was
also submitted that the adoption of a Model Client Policy would assist in the current
independent operation of government departments and agencies, and aid in greater
consistency and increase efficiency across government.106 Other potential approaches relayed
to the Committee included clear Treasurer’s Instructions to explain the expectations of
procurement processes and to provide meaningful targets for the entire public sector.107 This
also accords with procurement strategies by other jurisdictions, such as New Zealand.108
The jurisdictional reviews conducted in 2016 found that several jurisdictions have formally
constituted overarching procurement boards to govern procurement, some with Chief
Procurement Officers who lead the procurement function within the Treasury or Finance
department.109 For example, the New South Wales Chief Procurement Officer leads the New
South Wales Procurement function and is responsible for leading across-Government
procurement collaboration and operating practices.110 The Board also indicated that of the
100
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four states compared with South Australia in KPMG’s 2016 jurisdictional review, only
Queensland operates without an independent statutory Board.111 The Committee notes that,
after reviewing its procurement governance structure in 2015, Queensland implemented a
structure in 2016 comprising a CEO Leadership Board, a Queensland Government
Procurement Committee, a Procurement Industry Advisory Group and category Councils.112
A Chief Advisor – Procurement is positioned between the relevant Minister and the
Government Procurement Committee/Industry Advisory Group, which is outlined in the
diagram below:
Diagram 1: Queensland Government Procurement Governance Structure113

The Board also reiterated to the Committee that, whilst not included in KPMG’s review,
Tasmania’s governance arrangements for the procurement function are managed through
Treasurer’s Instructions in the Department for Treasury and Finance. 114 Likewise, the
Northern Territory did not fall part of the KPMG review, however in that jurisdiction the
Minister for Trade, Business and Innovation is responsible for procurement.115 The Northern
Territory Procurement Review Board independently reviews government procurement
activity to ensure adherence to procurement policy, with that Board accountable to the
Minister, and provides advice to the Minister on agency compliance.116
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Despite the approaches taken to simplify documentation and processes for procurement as
part of the 2016 reform, the Committee heard evidence from stakeholders that the current
procurement process in South Australia is cumbersome, rigid and very time consuming.117
Similar experiences with the current procurement process described to the Committee
included that the IPP forms were too difficult to complete, the full value and budget of the
contract is not apparent until after winning the contract, and the current length and nature of
the procurement process is compromising the quality of work being performed. 118 The
Committee received evidence on this particular issue from a panellist on the State
Government Communication Services Panel where, despite having won panellist status
through an extensive application process, they are required to produce responses to requests
for tenders that take between 40 to 60 hours to complete and are up to 80 pages long.119 The
cumbersome process was described to the Committee as causing considerable financial and
human resources costs, with no surety of success at winning the tender.120 When questioned
on this further, it was submitted to the Committee that having a cookie cutter procurement
process applied to all industries is causing a deep dissatisfaction with the current process, and
may not be delivering real outcomes that generate authentic public value.121 A specific
example before the Committee was the procurement process for professional services such as
creative services, which a witness claimed are currently treated the same as procuring for
stationery items, causing high levels of frustration from those tendering for marketing and
communications services.122 That Communication Services panellist stated that a more
streamlined and efficient procurement process was needed with more information upfront to
enable an insightful and specific response.123 They also recommended an Expression of
Interest first stage to the procurement process and, once shortlisted to the next stage, the
ability to have a meeting with the marketing professional representative from the agency to
provide better particulars before embarking on the required extensive response or
presentation.124 A Workplace and Related Products (‘WaRP’) panellist told the Committee
that they are still encountering issues with tender processes, with some ambiguity still existing
around highlighting expectations and requirements of tenders.125
2.6 Procurement Policy Compliance Monitoring
It was suggested to the Committee that, despite the Board setting compliance for State
Government procurement, they may not monitor compliance appropriately.126 The Board
stated that they receive complaints from suppliers but, when it comes to investigating whether
an agency’s Accredited Purchasing Unit (‘APU’) is complying with all procurement policies
117
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and guidelines, it is a matter for the Head of Procurement in each Government agency.127 The
Committee was told that an APU has ultimate responsibility for reviewing the procurement
operations within their particular department.128 The Committee was also told that the larger
agencies would have a representative from the Office of the Industry Advocate on an APU to
aid in policy compliance.129 The Board also advised the Committee that they introduced their
Procurement Governance Policy to require that major agency procurement governance
committees include at least one external commercial advisory representative with relevant
experience, and the Industry Advocate (or delegate).130
Upon closer inspection of the Board’s Procurement Authority and Governance Policy, the
Board has mandated that all procurement governance committees for Tier 1 agencies must
comprise:131
•

•
•

representation of executive and senior level officers that can contribute appropriate
management and subject expertise such as risk, financial management, strategic
planning, project management, and information systems;
at least one external commercial advisory representative with relevant experience;
the Industry Participation Advocate or delegate.

When asked about the composition of their relevant procurement governance committees,
one of the three Tier 1 agencies the Committee received evidence from had delegates from
the Industry Advocate on their procurement governance committees, despite the requirement
in the Board’s Procurement Authority and Governance Policy. SAPOL did clarify with the
Committee that they had a member from the Public Projects and Participation area who was
also the Industry Advocate’s representative.132 SA Health also explained to the Committee
that it had previously had an Industry Advocate delegate as a member of their procurement
governance committee, but had received a recommendation that they were not to attend in the
future.133 The Committee notes that this is despite all three agencies reporting their
procurement governance committee memberships to the Board on a regular basis.134 Two of
the three Tier 1 agencies before the Committee explained that they had an external
commercial representative on their respective procurement governance committees.
Consult Australia endorsed the use of people with skills in contract administration and
procurement as members of procurement governance committees in government agencies,
and agreed with the addition of the mandate for the inclusion of delegates from the Office of
the Industry Advocate.135 Other submissions before the Committee have indicated a
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frustration from businesses at not having industry-specific expertise on the membership of
procurement evaluation panels, leading to a potential for the State Government not receiving
the best agency for the project requirements.136 A specific example before the Committee
was from a marketing agency panellist on the South Australian Government Creative Services
Panel, who indicated that limited marketing expertise within the membership on procurement
evaluation panels may alter the way in which tender submissions are treated and scored.137 It
was conveyed to the Committee that such industries required specialist input, and evaluation
panels require a representative from the industry or agency with qualifications related to the
tender, in order to allow for such input when responses to tenders are evaluated.138
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TERM OF REFERENCE 3
3. Small and Medium-sized Business Participation in Government
Procurement
3.1 Industry Advocate and South Australian Industry Participation Policy
The Industry Advocate Act 2017 (SA) (‘the Industry Advocate Act’) came into operation on
1 January 2018 and established the Industry Advocate as an independent statutory authority.
The current Industry Advocate is Mr Ian Nightingale.139 The Industry Advocate Act provides
Mr Nightingale with the following statutory functions:140
a) to take action to further the objectives of the South Australian Industry Participation
Policy (‘IPP’) (including, without limitation, by building the capability and capacity of
businesses based in South Australia to participate in government contracts);
b) to receive and investigate complaints by and on behalf of business and their industry
representatives about the IPP;
c) to make recommendations (taking into account requirements under any other law) to
responsible officers for procurement and principal; officers of public authorities to
resolve complaints, remove impediments or improve procurement practices and
processes;
d) to refer unresolved complaints and issues to the Minister for consideration;
e) to review, and assist in the negotiations for, Industry Participation Plans to ensure they
comply with the IPP prior to the finalisation of contract conditions;
f) to investigate and monitor compliance with the IPP including by participants in
government contracts;
g) to take action to promote and ensure compliance with the IPP, including by issuing
directions to participants in government contracts requiring them to comply with their
contractual obligations in respect of the IPP and reporting to the Minister in relation
to non-compliance where appropriate;
h) to encourage the adoption of industry participation policies by local government;
i) to investigate and monitor compliance with local government industry participation
policies by participants in contracts to which such policies apply;
j) to take any other action considered necessary for the purpose of exercising the
functions conferred on the Industry Advocate;
k) to exercise other functions conferred on the Industry Advocate by the Minister or under
this or any other Act.
139
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Pursuant to section 4 of the Industry Advocate Act, the Minister is required to develop a South
Australian Industry Participation Policy (‘IPP’). The Committee was told that the Minister
responsible for the IPP changed from the Minister for Industry and Skills to the Treasurer,
prior to completion of this Inquiry. The Industry Advocate oversees implementation of the
IPP. The purpose of the IPP is to promote South Australian economic development,
particularly in industries of importance to South Australia, with the Treasurer required to seek
to promote value for money for public expenditure and for capable South Australian
businesses to have a full, fair and reasonable opportunity to tender for, and participate in,
government contracts.141
The IPP establishes a framework for assessing the economic contribution to the State between
competing tenderers for government procurement, grants and construction projects. It applies
to a range of State Government expenditure including the procurement of goods and services,
public private partnership projects to which the South Australian Government is a party,
Commonwealth funded infrastructure projects managed by the State, private sector projects
receiving State Government support and grants to the private sector.142
Under the IPP, all procurements are required to consider opportunities for local suppliers. All
procurements must consider opportunities for small, start-up and Aboriginal businesses
operating in South Australia with a view to involving South Australian business in the
opportunity through provision of a quote or tender.143 The Government of South Australia
may also focus on a particular region if a contract is to be performed in or near that area or
for the express benefit of that area.144
The IPP requires a tenderer to complete an Economic Contribution Test (‘ECT’) for all
contracts valued between $33,000 and $4 million ($1 million threshold for regional areas).
The ECT must form a minimum of 15% of the overall evaluation for procurements above
$220,000 (20% minimum for procurements in the Upper Spencer Gulf, Northern Economic
Plan Region or a procurement involving the purchase of steel or steelwork), although there is
no specification as to which evaluation stage it must be applied.145 ECT’s apply to both
competitive procurements as well as direct negotiations or single sourcing as it provides
guidance on value for money outcomes, and ECT’s are required to be reported annually to
the Board by the agency.146 As explained in the IPP, economic contribution in procurement
141
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should be measured by focussing on the labour, investment and supply-chain inputs in
performance of government contracts.147 This is described in the diagram, below:
Diagram 2: Core factors of economic contribution in most procurement148

Responsible Government Agencies (‘RGAs’) are required to obtain at least one quote or
tender from a South Australian based business for any procurement above $33,000.149
Tenderers are required to complete an Industry Participation Plan (‘IP Plan’) for procurements
above $4 million ($1 million in regional South Australia).150 A tailored IP Plan is required
when tendering for contracts valued greater than $50 million.151 The IPP and tailored IP Plans
have a minimum 15% weighting in the procurement process.152 Tables are provided in the
IPP Procedural Guidelines outlining the procurement categories and associated tender and
reporting requirements.153 Importantly for this Inquiry, the Committee notes the requirement
for the IPP to be applied to secondary procurement processes, in that IP Plans or ECTs are a
mandatory requirement when evaluating value for money (dependent upon the procurement
value) under the relevant Board policy.154 However, there is no specific requirement as to the
phase of tender evaluation that the IPP 15% weighting is required to be applied (as stated
earlier in this Report), with agencies having the flexibility to apply it at any phase of the
tender evaluation.155 The Board indicated that public authorities are compliant with the IPP
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if they apply the minimum 15% weighting to the procurement at any stage of the procurement
evaluation, and the Board’s policy framework reflects this by requiring the application of
weightings to ECTs or IP Plans as a component of the overall evaluation criteria.156 Instead,
it falls part of the planning consideration at the time of the acquisition planning stage, whereby
agencies can choose how the procurement is going to be conducted and when the IPP
weighting will be applied during the evaluation.157 The Board further noted that such
planning considerations should be confirmed by the agency through consultation with the
Office of the Industry Advocate.158 The Board confirmed that this usually reflects the nature
of the procurement, with larger tenders applying the IPP in later phases of the tender
evaluation.159 The Board noted that, in the interests of limiting first responses to a request for
tender (occurring prior to shortlisting), it is prudent not to require suppliers to provide full IP
Plans and put in significant effort at that first stage.160 That is due to the more detailed
responses, such as IP Plans, not being relevant until a later stage of the tender evaluation
process.161 Therefore, they would only apply to those shortlisted suppliers that have been
deemed capable.162
Despite the existence of the IPP and associated guidelines, the Committee heard that IP Plans
and ECTs were not always being followed and applied at an agency level, as required. The
Committee also received evidence that the IPP was being blatantly disregarded by agencies
and not applied as was intended.163 Mr Ian Nightingale, Industry Advocate, explained to the
Committee that not only did there appear to be a misunderstanding of his formal role at Board
level164, he had concerns that agencies were not always applying ECTs correctly or were
failing to report on them to the Board. This is due to Mr Nightingale’s finding that 115
contracts which should have an ECT applied, equating to $95.2 million in contract value,
either did not have the required ECT applied or were not reported on as required.165
Evidence before the Committee indicated that Tier 1 public authorities are applying IPP
weighting at later stages in tender evaluations, which may lead to South Australian businesses
being eliminated prior to any IP Plan consideration.166 The Committee also received evidence
from Tier 1 Chief Procurement Officers who believed that the IPP did not need to be applied
in secondary procurement processes, where the IPP had been applied to initial procurement
processes in establishing an across-Government panel.167 This accorded with concerns
156
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received by the Committee that the value for money concept was not fully understood at
agency level, or may not currently be explained sufficiently for agency staff to follow. 168 It
was also suggested to the Committee that agency staff may be focussing on price as the critical
or major factor driving procurement decision-making, rather than considering the range of
factors required in the IPP and Procedural Guidelines.169 It was put to the Committee that
agency staff see procurement as compliance activity as opposed to recognising the economic
benefit to the State as per the requirements in the IPP. 170 Evidence received in this Inquiry
also suggested that the value for money concept in procurement may need a greater level of
analysis, as it does not take into consideration multiplier effects to the economy.171
The Committee received evidence from Ms Ann Thomas, a previous local supplier to SA
Health for 70 to 80 per cent of their uniform requirements172, who explained a tender process
that did not take the IP Plan into account until phase three of the evaluation of tender
responses.173 Ms Thomas claims that this resulted in a swift elimination at phase one of the
evaluation process, despite being the successful suppliers of uniforms to SA Health for over
15 years.174 The Committee received evidence that suggested this particular tender process
and tender documentation was flawed, and heard claims that it seemed biased towards
interstate national companies.175 Ms Ann Thomas explained to the Committee that after her
South Australian company Image Wear had had a successful long period as the supplier of
uniforms to SA Health, she was told by a senior SA Health procurement employee two years
prior to a tender going to market, that the future tender would go to a large interstate
company.176 The tender also included an unusual and unrealistic request for 650 free sample
uniforms, which would not be returned.177
The Committee was told that Ms Thomas was informed by SA Health that Image Wear had
been eliminated from the tender, prior to formal short-listing occurring (and prior to the 15%
IP Plan weighting).178 As a result of losing the contract to supply uniforms to SA Health, Ms
Thomas sold the remaining business as it was no longer viable.179 Ms Thomas made a formal
complaint to both SA Health and the Board, resulting in two different investigations into the
tender process.180 Ms Thomas also claims to have been subjected to harassment after being
168
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eliminated from the tender process by a disgruntled would be whistle blower within SA
Health procurement, who had access to confidential information.181 The Committee was told
that Ms Thomas is still awaiting outcomes to current investigations in relation to the
harassment, and is awaiting responses to Freedom of Information requests.182
The Committee notes that it sent SA Health a number of questions arising from Ms Thomas’
evidence and surrounding the tender process for the supply of uniforms and all subsequent
investigations. SA Health provided the Committee with an extensive response, and explained
that it sought to establish a centralised Whole of Health contract for the supply of uniforms
to achieve optimal standardisation in uniform quality, timely ordering practices and savings
across the Health portfolio.183 Their procurement Acquisition Plan was approved by the State
Procurement Board on 8 May 2017, which included a summary of the evaluation process, and
the Office of the Industry Advocate were consulted at the acquisition planning stage (who
recommended a tailored IP Plan be used for the procurement).184 SA Health stated in their
written response that they had no record of Ms Thomas being approached by a SA Health
employee prior to the 2017 uniforms tender, and there was no record of any such resulting
investigation.185
SA Health explained in their written response to the Committee that the tailored IP Plan
weighting of 20% applied at Phase three of the evaluation process, which had been
communicated to suppliers in the pre-industry briefing held on 22 May 2017.186 A Qualitative
Desktop Evaluation was undertaken at Phase one of the evaluation, whereby SA Health
assessed the overall capacity and capability of the bidders for the supply of uniforms before
requesting for 640 sample uniforms from the shortlisted suppliers (with a final requirement
of samples conveyed to the shortlisted suppliers, including required sizes of the staff trialling
the uniforms)187.188 SA Health therefore decided to apply the IP Plan weighting after the
uniform trials at Phase two of the procurement evaluation, as it was thought that applying the
IP Plan weighting at Phase one would have distorted the Qualitative Desktop Evaluation
criteria (actual capacity and capability of suppliers).189 It was also pointed out to the
Committee that if Image Wear had proceeded in the evaluation process, their pricing for the
total contract value over the seven year contract period would have been substantially higher
than that attained from the successful vendor.190
After receiving a formal complaint from Ms Thomas for the uniforms procurement, SA
Health engaged KPMG to provide an independent assessment of the procurement process
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undertaken up to the shortlisting stage of the procurement.191 KPMG found that the process
that was undertaken was equitable and consistent with SA Health and the Board’s
procurement requirements.192 It was upon receipt of this report that a complaint was escalated
by Ms Thomas to the Board for consideration.193 The Board explained to the Committee that,
after receiving a formal complaint from Ms Ann Thomas, it appointed an independent person
to investigate the complaint on its behalf.194 The Board stated that the review encompassed
relevant documentation from all stages of the procurement to the point of shortlisting,
including the Acquisition Plan, Evaluation Plan, RFT documents, probity plan and Image
Wear’s tender response.195 The Board explained to the Committee that the review
incorporated interviews with Ms Thomas and relevant stakeholders in SA Health.196 The final
report found that there had been a scoring error which may have resulted in Image Wear being
unfairly excluded from the short-list of tenderers that proceeded to Phase two of the
procurement process.197 The Board requested SA Health to undertake a targeted re-evaluation
and reconsider the scoring that underpinned the decision to exclude Image Wear from the
short-list.198 SA Health explained to the Committee that an alternative Probity Auditor and
Principal Category Manager were appointed for the re-scoring process, whereby the
evaluation team was guided not to consider any price or cost comments in the bids, and there
was no consideration of the Contract Administration Levy.199 Following this re-evaluation,
SA Health informed the Board that its shortlisting decisions were unchanged.200
The Committee notes that the review requested by the Board also noted improvement
opportunities for SA Health, including that the application of procurement Evaluation Plans
be more closely monitored by evaluators, relevant advisers and governance groups.201 Other
improvement opportunities listed for SA Health included a recommendation that reference
checks be considered as an integral part of evaluations (where short-listings may occur based
on criteria addressing performance) and the consideration of prescribing that the evaluation
of the IP Plan requirements occur as a component of the project’s total weighted criteria.202
On the basis of the findings of the review instigated by the Board, and the subsequent reevaluation by SA Health, the Presiding Member of the Board advised Ms Thomas that her
complaint would not be further investigated.203 It was confirmed by SA Health that, after
investigating the phone numbers provided by Ms Thomas from the inappropriate phone calls
alleged to have been made by an SA Health employee (which found they were not from SA
Health phone numbers), SA Health encouraged Ms Thomas to approach law enforcement
191
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agencies (including SAPOL and the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption
(‘ICAC’)) to investigate the allegations of harassment.204 An SA Health Employee Conduct
Unit investigation of the alleged harassment by an SA Health employee, conducted after the
ICAC referred the allegations to SA Health, was completed on 15 March 2019 and found no
evidence to support the allegations of harassment or breach of confidentiality.205
3.2 Panel Contracts and Secondary Procurement Practices
Suppliers of workplace and related products were asked to apply to be a part of an acrossGovernment panel contract (‘WaRP panel’) after the previous Across Government Stationery
Contract expired on 1 October 2016.206 This WaRP panel, which commenced on 1 April
2017, established a non-exclusive purchasing arrangement whereby government agencies
may order those products in accordance with the agreement. The Committee was told that it
took ten months for the evaluation process to be completed, resulting in four or five panellists
to establish such arrangements.207 The Committee notes that, pursuant to the IPP Procedural
Guidelines, the IPP applies to panel contracts, and the Public Projects and Participation
Division is to assist RGAs to determine the most appropriate industry participation
requirement on a case by case basis.208 Also, where a panel is established and there is no
Tailored IP plan, the ECT and IP Plans will apply to the individual purchases made off the
panel when above the relevant value.209
The Committee received evidence from a panellist on the WaRP panel that the IP Plans are
not being considered in relation to the required weighting for local businesses and, at agency
level, consideration is only given to price.210 This panellist stated in its submission to the
Committee that it was told by procurement officers, ‘local is only important if they are the
cheapest’ 211. Upon further questioning from the Committee, United Office Choice stated
that the IPP is being completely ignored.212 They further stated that there is currently no
understanding of how the IPP is to be applied, and compliance within departments is
ambiguous at best.213 Panellists described to the Committee a culture within agencies for
staff to use the same supplier they always have, and pointed towards a lack of communication
to those agency staff around the existence of suppliers available to them.214 One panellist
explained that they embarked on introducing themselves to the relevant staff members within
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agencies, in order to provide the knowledge that there is a South Australian option available
for them to choose from when ordering stationery (in accordance with the WaRP panel),
which could include offering competitive pricing.215
Despite the existence of the panel of suppliers who may supply goods and services to
government agencies, the Committee received evidence that there are instances where
agencies still favour one or two suppliers in relation to purchasing stationery.216 The Board
explained to the Committee that an agency is able, under a panel contract, to enter into a
preferred supplier arrangement.217 However, the Committee was told that panel suppliers
signed up to the WaRP panel understanding that agencies were ‘in-scope’, but that
subsequently agencies such as SA Health, DPTI, DECD (the former Department for
Education and Child Development, now Department for Education) and SAPOL were not
‘in-scope’ and did their own secondary evaluation process or used sole supplier
arrangements.218 Therefore, even after being successful at being accepted on to the WaRP
panel, suppliers realised that the actual business potentially available to them decreased by
60 per cent.219
As part of the secondary procurement processes explained to the Committee in relation to
stationery suppliers and panellists, the Committee was also told of agencies seeking valueadds, including rebates, in order for suppliers to be given rights for sole provider status.220
Some panellists believed that large multinational panellists are offering rebates and
inducements at agency level that weren’t included in the original tender for the WaRP panel,
which enables them to monopolise the contract.221 Panellists told the Committee they felt
they were being locked out of securing government business, despite their standing on the
WaRP panel.222 The Committee was told that this is due to sub-tendering involving lists of
items produced by departments for panellists to tender for, that include a majority of items
for which only one panellist was the distributor, and could not be competed against.223 One
suggestion given to the Committee was to limit sole supply agreements to limited tendered
products, to allow all panel members to apply for any products requested that are outside of
those listed products.224
The Board explained in their evidence to the Committee that rebates or enhancements may
be negotiated by an agency with a supplier as part of their tender for business, which may
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occur as part of a secondary procurement process. 225 They further explained that an agency
may choose one or two suppliers from the panel to support that particular agency and, as part
of that selection, ask for additional discounts or rebates.226 However, the Board clarified that
the inclusion of donations or rebates to the evaluation criteria for secondary processes needs
to be justified, and seeking donations to an unrelated third party would occur only rarely.227
Upon questioning on the use of secondary procurement processes, the Board stated to the
Committee that suppliers on the WaRP panel are under no guarantee of receiving any business
from being on that panel, but that all suppliers would have the opportunity (in accordance
with the procurement rules) to put forward an offer for that particular piece of business.228
WaRP panellists claimed a lack of support from the Board and noted their frustration to the
Committee.229 A panellist from the State Government Communication Services Panel stated
that they currently receive no support from the Board and, if there was support available, they
were not aware of it.230 WaRP panellists suggested a more useful approach for the Board to
support them would be the Board to organise quarterly meetings with all WaRP panellists in
attendance, in order for the tender to be discussed in terms of creating transparency and
providing accountability for each supplier to understand the needs of all government
departments.231 When questioned on this, the Board stated that they require all panel
members to be informed of the secondary procurement processes, but that any further support
or communication with panellists is best achieved by the agency responsible for managing
that panel.232 The Board also noted that as part of good contract management practice, public
authorities should be holding regular meetings with panel members, with the Contract
Management Policy outlining an expectation that meetings will occur on at least a quarterly
basis.233 The Board did note that they were considering whether a training module currently
being developed on panel contracts for procurement practitioners might be made available to
businesses.234
An example given to the Committee of the use of value-adds in secondary procurement
processes, was the Department for Education (formerly Department for Education and Child
Development ‘DECD’) seeking rebates for a preferred charity.235 When asked about the use
of rebates, the Department for Education explained to the Committee that the rebate to the
Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund was a value-add and not demanded of suppliers as part of
the initial submission with respect to the supply of goods.236 Rather, the rebate was an
historical arrangement, initiated at the time within Families SA, whereby the sole stationery
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provider Lyreco (since known as ‘Staples’ and now known as Winc Australia Pty Ltd
(‘Winc’)) donated rebates from their sales to the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund.237 The
Committee was told that when Families SA became part of DECD, the arrangement continued
in relation to rebates being provided to the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund.238 The
Committee notes the reported donations made by Staples to the Fund in 2014-15 amounted
to $38,530 and, in 2015-16, amounted to $24,804.239 The Committee notes that the Dame
Roma Mitchell Trust Funds Board of Advice has subsequently ceased to produce public
Annual Reports, but continues to report directly to the Minister for Child Protection (as the
Fund is now administered through the Department for Child Protection)240. When asked why
this was the case, the Department for Education indicated that in 2016, the Dame Roma
Mitchell Trust was designated an entity that would report through a primary agency (the
Department for Education at that time).241 Accordingly, the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust was
no longer required to publish a separate Annual Report but instead would provide future input
into the SA Government Performance Report.
The Committee was told that, despite the Fund now being administered through the
Department for Child Protection, the Department for Education requested for rebates to be
made to the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund (with the Fund advocating for the rebate
donation to continue) when appointing a sole stationery supplier for both DECD and the
Department for Child Protection.242 Representatives from the Department for Education
stated before the Committee that the procurement process was about getting the best value
from the WaRP panel and, if none of the suppliers wanted to contribute to that trust fund, it
would not have made any difference to the outcome of the procurement process. 243 Rather,
consideration was based on volume, and it was a small contribution that suppliers were
prepared to make.244
The Committee notes that, as part of the initial process to implement a sole supplier in July
2017, DECD explained to WaRP panellists by letter that DECD was seeking to implement a
sole supplier arrangement for stationery items, and that the then recently formed Department
for Child Protection (‘DCP’) (previously part of DECD) committed to using the same
arrangements put in place for DECD.245 Along with requesting that panellists respond with
contracted prices for a ‘sample’ basket of 20 goods, the panellists were also requested to:
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‘propose any enhancements, products or services that you are prepared to offer
DCP/DECD on the basis of being the sole supplier for all DCP and DECD corporate
worksites. Of particular interest to the department is the provision of assistance to
the Dame Roma Mitchell Fund’246 (bold emphasis added).
Representatives from the Department for Education reiterated to the Committee that a further
letter was sent to WaRP panellists in August 2017 revising the invitation for applications to
appoint a sole supplier, which stated that the ECT was to be applied to the evaluation of offers
and the sample basket of goods be expanded to 100 goods.247 They also confirmed the
invitation was revised after the Industry Advocate approached DECD to review it (after
complaints were raised with the Industry Advocate by WaRP panellists).248 The Committee
also notes evidence received from a WaRP panellist that Education Department procurement
officers mentioned that donations made towards the Dame Roma Mitchell Foundation would
be advantageous to them securing business, prior to DECD instigating the secondary
procurement process in July 2017, which that panellist viewed as an inappropriate
inducement.249 It was submitted to the Committee that this conversation occurred shortly
after the WaRP panellists were announced in 2017, in a meeting in relation to procurement
processes with DECD.250 In response to this allegation, the Department for Education stated
that during March 2017, the department’s Chief Procurement Officer met individually with
all panel suppliers to advise them that the department intended to issue a formal invitation to
supply for a sole supplier contract.251 The Committee was told that it was at these meetings
that suppliers were encouraged to offer value-adds, including rebates, but not at the expense
of the primary objective to maximise value.252 The assertion made to the Committee by a
WaRP panellist that the request for rebates was an inducement was refuted outright by the
Department for Education, with the Committee receiving assurances that the department
followed due process in accordance with Government policies.253 However, the Committee
notes that the due process described by the Department for Education in a response to the
Committee, included a reference to ‘securing additional value for disadvantaged children
under the Guardianship of the Minister’254. Upon questioning as to whether this was an
appropriate consideration to have in relation to evaluating tender responses for the supply of
stationery products, it was explained to the Committee that there is currently no procurement
policy that prevents such value-adds occurring.255 The Department for Education stated that
the provision for obtaining value for Government through tender processes is quite broad, and
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secondary procurement processes exist to enable better pricing and better value for
agencies.256
The Department for Education also placed a heavy reliance on Strategic Procurement within
the Department of Treasury and Finance (‘DTF’) for quality management of the contract
resulting from the secondary procurement process, and for evaluating all qualitative aspects
of the initial public tender to establish the WaRP panel.257 In the Department for Education’s
view, agencies are encouraged by Strategic Procurement in DTF to go through secondary
processes as, once the panel has gone through the initial qualitative evaluation, all that is left
to identify in the secondary process is price, providing ‘better value for agencies’258.259 It
was further stated to the Committee that the procurement strategy for the secondary process,
which included the rebate arrangement for the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund, was
endorsed by Strategic Procurement in DTF and by the Industry Advocate.260 Department for
Education representatives also indicated that the rebate provided to the Dame Roma Mitchell
Trust Fund was a value-add which, in their view, is a community obligation and concerns the
value that can be provided by a supplier to the Government. 261 It was also the Department
for Education’s view that the secondary procurement process was not required to include IPP
assessment, due to the panel already submitting IP Plans when the WaRP panel was
established, but the ECT was included and given a high weighting after intervention from the
Industry Advocate.262
The Committee also inquired as to the Department for Education’s statement around
procurement processes and evaluations being subject to an audit, and when a procurement
evaluation might be audited. The Department for Education stated that the Auditor-General’s
office conducts random audits of agency financial transactions, including procurement, and
audits can be instigated internally by departments.263 The Committee notes the AuditorGeneral’s role in auditing procurement processes in both the normal course of auditing an
agency each financial year and in undertaking performance audits. When appearing before
the Budget and Finance Select Committee on 29 April 2019, Mr Andrew Richardson,
Auditor-General, explained that when his team conducts an audit they look for the agency’s
records to determine whether the principles of probity, accountability and transparency are
maintained throughout a procurement process.264 If the audit team sees something that
diverges from those principles, such as evaluation criteria not being established at the outset
of the tender, that would be an issue going to the heart of probity and integrity of the
process.265 Mr Richardson also explained a probity check would include that the tender
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process occurred in the right order, for example, if senior bureaucrats involved themselves by
holding discussions after a procurement evaluation had commenced, it may be at odds with
maintaining the integrity of the process.266 The Auditor-General’s office also checks the
records that demonstrate probity, accountability and transparency in procurement operations,
with good record keeping being a fundamental requirement.267
When asked about the evaluation criteria for this secondary procurement process, the
Department for Education stated that 90 per cent was on price and 10 per cent was on valueadds.268 The Committee also sought information on whether other value-adds were offered
by the suppliers as part of the secondary procurement process with the Department for
Education.269 In response, the Department for Education provided the Committee with the
following list of value-adds, other than rebates, that were offered by suppliers when
responding to the invitation to appoint a sole supplier:270
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Employment Program;
State Government Administration Fee;
Retail work experience – regional and metropolitan based;
Female Management Mentoring;
Further off-contract discounts;
Discounts on alternative products; and
Volume and early payment rebates.

The Department for Education also confirmed that four respondents to the secondary
procurement process offered a rebate arrangement for the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust
Fund.271
The Committee sought further clarification on the use of value-adds from the Board, who
indicated that the Board’s policy regarding value for money determination in a procurement
process is not prescriptive to a particular agency’s objectives in terms of value for a particular
procurement.272 Currently, the only relevant considerations stated in the Board’s policy in
obtaining overall value for money is that there needs to be consideration of the expenditure
of public funds and the IPP consideration.273 This provides agencies with flexibility in
determining their particular objectives relating to their operations.274 The Committee notes
that a similar finding was made by the South Australian Productivity Commission in their
Final Report (Stage 1) in their Inquiry into Government Procurement, in that the value for
money guideline issued by the Board is unsatisfactory and provides limited guidance for
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officers in public authorities.275 The Productivity Commission further commented that, by
contrast, other jurisdictions [such as the Victorian Government Purchasing Board] provide
better explanatory material on how to apply value for money in practice.276 The Board
explained their view to the Committee that agencies should be afforded flexibility to
undertake procurements because the agencies understand their specific business needs and
are in a position to consider an appropriate value-add.277 However, the Board noted that it
intended to review the use of value-adds, and whether more clarity and prescription is
required for agencies when considering appropriate value-adds in secondary procurement
processes.278 The Board stated that it did not wish to have complete control over agencies,
however, the Presiding Member saw a need for some tightening of the rules around secondary
procurements.279
The Committee notes that Winc, previously Staples, retained the sole supplier arrangement
with DECD and the Department for Child Protection, as part of the secondary process to the
WaRP contract. Terms of the Variation Agreement between Winc and the Minister for the
Public Sector, dated 15 December 2017, state that Winc has been appointed the preferred sole
stationery supplier for DECD and the Department for Child Protection.280 It also states the
commercial incentives to be provided by Winc in addition to the WaRP panel contract,
described as a rebate payable to the Dame Roma Mitchell Trust, to be calculated annually and
based on the total approved customer expenditure with Winc.281 The Committee was
provided with the commercial in confidence Variation Agreement from the Department for
Education, who explained that Clause 9 of the Variation Agreement provided for rebate
amounts provided by Winc, and are to be kept confidential by DECD and the Department for
Child Protection.282 As stated above in this Report, the Committee notes that the Dame Roma
Mitchell Trust Fund ceased to produce Annual Reports (which included the annual rebate
amount provided to it from Winc), from the 2016-2017 financial year.
Mr Ian Nightingale, Industry Advocate, was made aware of the concerns suppliers had
associated with the WaRP panel, including that economic contribution measures may not
have been flowing into the secondary buying decisions being made by agency staff. 283 The
Industry Advocate stated that, due to multiple people across multiple business units being
responsible for stationery and ordering, there is a low awareness of applying any sort of
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economic contribution test to the buying decisions.284 Consequently, the Industry Advocate
found that there is a low awareness of applying any sort of economic contribution test to the
buying decisions being made.285 Arising from complaints made in relation to the Department
for Education’s secondary process to appoint a sole supplier, the Industry Advocate wrote to
all Chief Executives in February 2018 raising concerns about agencies selecting sole suppliers
from the WaRP panel.286 He was concerned that there was no structured way of considering
the positive impact to the economy when selecting the sole supplier. 287 The Industry
Advocate suggested that the ECT be applied to the secondary buying decisions being made
by agency staff across Government.288
As a result of the Industry Advocate raising concerns in relation to a lack of application of
the ECT by agency staff with the Minister for Industry and Skills (who had responsibility for
the IPP at the time), a Checklist was devised by the Industry Advocate in 2018 for agency
staff to follow when deciding on the selection of stationery and office suppliers, and focuses
on suppliers with a higher economic contribution measure.289 Minister Pisoni consequently
advised all of his Ministerial colleagues to forward a direction to all Chief Executives for all
staff to follow the Checklist when purchasing stationery and office supplies.290 The
Stationery and Office Supplies Source Checklist was provided to the Committee, as
follows:291
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Table 2: Stationery and Office Supplies Source Checklist

United Office Choice, a member of the WaRP panel, stated that they are being excluded from
any opportunity to gain metropolitan business since the introduction of the contract, which
has resulted in the closure of their Pirie Street store (causing the loss of five full time jobs).292
Another factor leading to this store closure was a 30 per cent drop in revenue after
Officeworks opened up nearby, with United Office Choice explaining to the Committee that
staff from government agencies were choosing to buy stationery from Officeworks rather than
going through the WaRP panel.293 The same supplier, who is the only panel member with
regional representation, also described being overlooked at the regional level, with regional
agencies choosing interstate suppliers for their stationery. They also described regional
offices not being able to support local regional business, which may result in imminent
closure of its regional store (and the loss of seven more jobs). 294 Evidence received from
suppliers also indicated that sole supplier arrangements were beneficial to agencies such as
SA Health, as they had IT system integration requirements, costing suppliers up to $50,000
to invest in such IT upgrades.295 One panellist supplier told the Committee that they didn’t
get invited to tender for SA Health, even after demonstrating they could meet the IT
requirements.296 On questioning from the Committee in relation to their Oracle system, SA
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Health stated that the Oracle system can accommodate both sole supplier and panel
arrangements.297
SAPOL explained to the Committee that they used a secondary procurement process from the
stationery panel, and that everyone on the panel is offered the same opportunity.298 They also
stated that the IPP considerations were taken into account during secondary processes,
including relevant ECTs, and that their two main components are warehouse location and
labour considerations.299 One factor that may result in one supplier being used is that the
technology does not allow for multiple quotes from multiple panel members for simple
products (such as pencils).300 SAPOL stated that it is within the rules of that panel that the
agency can approach any or all of the panel members.301 SA Health also stated to the
Committee that they often utilise secondary procurement processes when selecting vendors
from panel contracts.302 They explained that this would be either in accordance with the
specific secondary procurement rules for that particular panel, or in line with SA Health’s
secondary procurement policy.303 During secondary processes, vendors are required to
provide improved pricing or enhanced product offerings for the benefit of SA Health, as
opposed to third parties.304 SA Health reiterated to the Committee that the IPP local supplier
weighting was applied at both the primary phase and secondary procurement phase in relation
to the stationery contract.305
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FINDINGS
The Committee finds that the current State procurement processes and practices exist across a
myriad of extensive policies, guidelines and legislation, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Board’s Procurement Policy Framework, which lists 21 further policies and
guidelines;
the South Australian Industry Participation Policy and South Australian Industry
Participation Policy Procedural Guidelines;
State and Commonwealth legislation;
International Treaties and obligations;
Treasurer’s Instructions; and
Department of the Premier and Cabinet Circulars.

Despite simplification initiatives arising from the 2016 procurement reform strategy, the
Committee finds that it would be near impossible for procurement staff at the agency level to
be across every single policy and guideline, when expected to comply with the procurement
framework that currently exists in South Australia. Similarly, the Committee received
evidence from multiple stakeholders that agency staff are not applying the South Australian
Industry Participation Policy and its Procedural Guidelines (‘IPP’) as was envisaged, enabling
multinational suppliers to gain sole supplier contracts over local suppliers, due to their inability
to compete on price factors and on value-adds such as rebates. Although the Board’s Capability
initiative has clearly improved knowledge across procurement and contract management at the
agency level, the Committee received evidence that staff may still be falling short in relation
to policy compliance and applying appropriate Economic Contribution Tests and Industry
Participation Plans during tender processes, with confusion still existing around the Value for
Money definition and whether the IPP applies in secondary procurement processes. The
Committee also refers to its findings that the Board is not performing its statutory functions in
the way that the Committee believes it was established for, and such a procurement framework
deserves a full-time officer with a supporting office dedicated to those functions and supporting
across-Government procurement.
The Committee therefore recommends that the State Procurement Board be abolished, and that
a dedicated across-Government Chief Procurement Officer with a supporting office take on the
Board’s functions and have closer relationships with industry and Heads of Procurement in
public authorities. The Committee also recommends amendments to the current IPP to enable
clearer instructions for public authorities, especially in requirements for secondary
procurement processes, and for the 15 per cent weighting attributed to Economic Contribution
Tests and Industry Participation Plans for local businesses to be applied at an early phase of
procurement evaluations. The Committee sees these amendments as enabling capable local
businesses to compete fairly and reasonably with larger interstate companies in State
Government tender processes, which is one of the main elements that the IPP and the Treasurer
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must seek to promote in maintaining the IPP.306 The Committee also finds it prudent for the
Treasurer to consider a reference to the IPP in the relevant Treasurer’s Instructions, in order to
provide a formal link and balance between financial management compliance, contract
management within Strategic Procurement in the Department of Treasury and Finance (‘DTF’),
and recognising the importance of increasing local business participation (with the inevitable
positive flow-on effects local business participation has on the South Australian economy).
This also arises from the evidence received by the Committee from the Department of
Education in this Inquiry, that indicates a heavy reliance on Strategic Procurement within DTF
to evaluate the qualitative aspects of procurement evaluations when establishing acrossGovernment panels and secondary procurement processes. The Committee heard that once
such panels are established, DTF encourages Government agencies to use secondary
procurement processes to set up a sole supplier arrangement, with secondary processes
focussing on evaluating price factors. The Committee is concerned that these secondary
processes, including evidence received on agencies securing rebates as value adds as part of
these processes, may not apply the IPP obligations as required.
The Committee is also concerned that donations and rebates are being encouraged by public
authorities as part of value-adds, that are currently being made to charities of choice or third
parties at amounts put forward by suppliers. This inevitably, in the Committee’s view, puts
smaller and potentially local South Australian suppliers at a disadvantage to that of larger
multinational suppliers who can offer much larger donations, assisting in them becoming an
agency’s sole supplier. It then negates the worth of being on such panels for the smaller (and
local) suppliers. Whilst the Committee understands the importance of the Dame Roma
Mitchell Trust Fund and the work that that organisation does for disadvantaged children, it
does not find it appropriate for stationery suppliers to be asked to offer up rebates for third
party trust funds from sales as part of a tender process, in particular, sole supplier arrangements
when there is an across-Government panel in place. There are no limitations on value-adds to
be used by agencies under current State Procurement Board policies and guidelines, with no
formal definition given to the term ‘Value-Adds’. The Committee understands the need for
some flexibility in relation to a public authority’s varying objectives and requirements in
procurement processes, however, evidence before the Committee suggests a clearer set of
guidelines on secondary procurement processes would be advantageous and a formal definition
is required on what may constitute a value-add and on the appropriate use of value-adds by
public authorities in procurement processes. The Committee recommends limiting the
definition to the nature of goods or services being supplied under the tender contract (and not
for unrelated purposes to third parties).
Along with establishing a simplified procurement framework that allows for a clearer definition
for ‘Value for Money’, the Committee sees a need for mandatory procurement training
programs, in order to increase and up-skill procurement staff within public authorities and their
smaller agencies. As the State Procurement Board does not have the power to enforce such
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training on public authorities (except for contract management), the Committee recommends
that the office of the Chief Procurement Officer establish and maintain such training to provide
a consistent and compliant approach to Government procurement in the public service, to occur
in conjunction with the Industry Advocate. The Committee also recommends that the Office
of the Chief Procurement Officer instigate a communication campaign to agency staff about
the importance of their purchasing decisions and the importance of meeting economic benefit
objectives. The Committee further recommends that a similar check-list than that which is
currently provided for stationary purchases be provided and used in the SA Product and
Services Register, and used in procurement staff training. The Committee also recommends
that a training module on procurement processes should be made available to businesses and
panellists on across-Government panels, to enhance the understanding around the requirements
and expectations of public authorities in relation to the tender process.
Panellists currently on across-Government panels also described to the Committee a lack of
support from the State Procurement Board once they have successfully won a seat on that panel.
The Committee finds that, despite public authorities being required to hold quarterly meetings
with panel members, this is not always occurring and therefore recommends that the new office
of the Chief Procurement Officer support across-Government panellists and provide advice
when required.
The Committee finds a current disconnect between the IPP and the application of same by
public authorities and their procurement staff. Enabling the across-Government Chief
Procurement Officer consultation with, and seeking advice from, the Industry Advocate may
assist in pursuing the application of the IPP from the top, down. Also enabling the Chief
Procurement Officer an oversight of Agency Heads of Procurement/Chief Procurement
Officers may assist in tightening the current structure with officers holding long tenures of
employment, particularly in Tier 1 public authorities, and the current flexibility afforded to
secondary procurement processes. The Committee also recommends that the current
Performance Indicators applying to Chief Executives, in evaluating their performance of
applying the objectives of the IPP in Premier and Cabinet Circular 033, also be used to measure
the performance of Chief Procurement Officers in Tier 1 public authorities. The Committee
also sees a need for Responsible Government Agencies to report on their IPP obligations in
their Annual Reports, as well as reporting separately to the Treasurer and to the Industry
Advocate.
The Committee notes that it received evidence from a number of Tier 1 agencies who do not
currently have a delegate of the Industry Advocate on their procurement governance
committees. The Committee notes that although the Board’s Procurement Authority and
Governance Policy provides a mandate on Procurement Governance Committee membership
for Tier 1 authorities, the membership details and composition are only required to be provided
to the Board ‘if requested’.307 In order to strengthen procurement compliance and ensure
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consistency across public authorities, the Committee recommends an overhaul to the current
procurement governance committee structure, with meaningful consideration to be given by
procurement committees in Government agencies in relation to the economic benefits from any
specific procurement, rather than the current “tick the box” approach. Minutes from
Procurement Governance Committees should be forwarded to the office of the Chief
Procurement Officer.
After receiving evidence from multiple stakeholders as to a lack of understanding as to the
reason for the current exclusion of construction projects from the purview of State Procurement
Board Policies and Guidelines, the Committee finds it prudent to recommend that the Treasurer
consider the inclusion of construction projects over $150,000 (plus GST) to the scope of the
new State procurement framework. This may provide greater consistency across the board in
relation to State Government procurement, and enables oversight of procurement processes in
this sector by the new office of the Chief Procurement Officer.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
After carefully considering the evidence received in this Inquiry, the Committee makes the
following recommendations:
1.

The Committee recommends that the State Procurement Board be abolished, along with
all associated Guidelines, Policies and legislation.

2.

The Committee recommends that an Office of the Chief Procurement Officer be
established, which:
•
•
•
•
•

strengthens the current across-Government Chief Procurement Officer role;
consolidates the current administrative staff servicing the State Procurement Board;
provides a stronger link to, and consultation with, the Industry Advocate;
ensures a consistent approach to procurement operations of public authorities; and
provides assistance with, and support to, managing across-Government panels.

3.

The Committee recommends for the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer to
report directly to the Treasurer, to advise and support the South Australian procurement
function and improving oversight of, and connection with, public authority Chief
Procurement Officers to ensure a consistent and compliant approach to State
Government procurement, and confirm a stronger link to, and consultation with, the
Industry Advocate.

4.

The Committee recommends a simplification of existing procurement policies, by
establishing a procurement framework/strategy (such as the Queensland model) that
aligns with the Government’s Growth Agenda and with the South Australian Industry
Participation Policy. In determining a new model, the Committee recommends the
Treasurer explore a solution that ensures the Government’s procurement policies are
best reflected and focuses on local procurement strategies for the public service to
follow when spending public monies.

5.

The Committee recommends that the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer
oversee current Tier 1 departmental Chief Procurement Officers, with an ability for
advice to be sought and received, ensuring consistency and compliance with State
procurement operations of public authorities.

6.

The Committee recommends that the Industry Advocate attend Heads of Procurement
meetings (to be chaired by the across-Government Chief Procurement Officer) and
allow for the Industry Advocate to provide advice to Heads of Procurement, with that
advice being reflected in the Minutes of those meetings.
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7.

The Committee recommends a consistent and simplified approach for acrossGovernment panellists responding to subsequent requests for tender, and recommends
that panellists be provided with an opportunity to meet with the contact person and
relevant professional within the agency in order for further budgetary and background
information to be received, prior to candidates submitting a detailed response in their
substantive application (including in the Industry Participation Plan form). Where there
is a two-stage procurement process (panel contract, Expression of Interest/design
followed by construction stage) the Committee recommends that there should be a
Statement of Intent at the first stage to gauge what the various proponents are
committing. The Committee also recommends ongoing support be provided to acrossGovernment panellists by the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer.

8.

The Committee recommends that procurement evaluation panels should include a
representative from the area of services to be provided within the agency being assessed
(for example, a marketing representative for the Communication Services Panel).

9.

The Committee recommends the new state procurement framework/strategy provide a
clear definition of ‘Value for Money’ and on appropriate secondary procurement
process practices, including the use of value-adds, with an appropriate definition given
for ‘Value-Adds’ to ensure they are limited to:
• goods/services/rebates related to the nature of the goods or services being supplied
under a tender contract; and
• provided to the public authority running the tender process (and not
donations/rebates to unrelated third parties).

10.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer amend the South Australian Industry
Participation Policy and its Procedural Guidelines to include:
(a) a clearer requirement for Economic Contribution Tests (‘ECTs’) and Industry
Participation Plans (‘IP Plans’) to be applied in all secondary procurement
processes;
(b) a tender requirement that the IP Plans and ECTs relevant 15 per cent weighting
occur at an early phase of all procurement evaluations; and
(c) a requirement that all Responsible Government Agencies report on their IPP
obligations in their Annual Reports, to the Treasurer and to the Office of the
Industry Advocate, including their obligation to invite a local business to quote
when an open tender process has not been conducted.

11.

The Committee also recommends that the above recommended amendments to the
South Australian Industry Participation Policy and its Procedural Guidelines be
reflected in the Premier and Cabinet Circular 033, and a communication be made to all
Chief Executives of Responsible Government Agencies to reflect the importance and
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application of the above amendments, to enable the instructions to filter down to State
Government agency procurement staff. The Committee also recommends that the
Premier and Cabinet Circular 033 be further amended so that the Chief Executive
Performance Indicators also apply to measure and evaluate the performance of Agency
Heads of Procurement/Chief Procurement Officers against the objectives of the South
Australian Industry Participation Policy and Procedural Guidelines.
12.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer consider including a reference to the
South Australian Industry Participation Policy and Procedural Guidelines in the
relevant Treasurer’s Instruction, in order to provide a formal link between value for
money for public expenditure and promoting government expenditure that results in
economic development for South Australia, as he is required to promote pursuant to
section 4(2) of the Industry Advocate Act 2017 (SA).

13.

The Committee recommends that the new State procurement framework/strategy
include an overhaul of the current Procurement Governance Committees structure, in
that meaningful consideration be given by procurement committees in Government
agencies in relation to the economic benefits from any specific procurement, rather than
the current “tick the box” approach. The Committee also recommends that Minutes
from Procurement Governance Committees should be forwarded to the Office of the
Chief Procurement Officer.

14.

The Committee recommends that Acquisition Plans submitted to the Office of the
Industry Advocate should be allocated a performance score to rate the level of market
engagement conducted by the agency, and determine whether considerations were
given to the key elements of the Government’s Growth Agenda of employment growth
and capital investment in the State.

15.

The Committee recommends that the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer conduct
regular mandatory training and up-skilling of departmental procurement staff, in
conjunction with the Industry Advocate. The Committee also recommends that the
Office of the Chief Procurement Officer instigate a communication campaign to agency
staff about the importance of their purchasing decisions and the importance of meeting
economic benefit objectives. The Committee further recommends that a similar checklist than that which is currently provided for stationary purchases be provided and used
in the SA Product and Services Register, and used in staff training. The Committee
also recommends consideration be given to training being made available to businesses
and panellists on across-Government panels, to enhance the understanding around the
requirements and expectations of public authorities in relation to the tender process.

16.

The Committee recommends a reinstatement of the Commercial Acumen Workshops,
hosted by the Office of the Industry Advocate, with attendance costs to be covered by
Government agencies.
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17.

The Committee recommends that the Treasurer consider including construction projects
over $150,000 (plus GST) to the oversight of the Office of the Chief Procurement
Officer.
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APPENDIX 1 – SUBMISSIONS
The following persons and organisations made written submissions to the Committee, which
were resolved to be published by the Committee (unless otherwise resolved):
1.

Confidential

2.

Nation Creative

3.

State Procurement Board

4.

Industry Advocate

5.

Air Conditioning and Mechanical Contractors’ Association of SA Inc

6.

The Associated Newsagents Co-operative (SA) Ltd

7.

Consult Australia

8.

United Office Choice

9.

Civil Contractors Federation South Australian Office

10. Ms Ann Thomas, former CEO, Image Wear
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APPENDIX 2 – INDEX TO WITNESSES
Evidence was taken at Parliament House, North Terrace, Adelaide.
19 November 2018
Ms Nicolle Rananten, Presiding Member, State Procurement Board
Mr Roger Horstmann, Manager, State Procurement Board Police, Review and Support,
Government Services, Department of Treasury and Finance
Mr Mark Carey, Acting Executive Director, Government Services, Department of Treasury
and Finance
Mr Grant Eckert, Group General Manager, The Associated Newsagents Cooperative (SA) Ltd
Mr Ben Myles, Operations Manager, The Associated Newsagents Cooperative (SA) Ltd
10 December 2018
Mr Ian Nightingale, Industry Advocate
Mr Phillip Dowsett, Industry Advocate Consultant
15 February 2019
Ms Andrea Andrews, Chief Procurement Officer/Executive Director, Procurement and Supply
Chain Management, SA Health
Mr Quinton Swann, Director, Procurement, Procurement and Supply Chain Management, SA
Health
Mr Keith Hendry, Manager, Procurement and Contract Management Servicers Branch, South
Australia Police
Ms Julieann Riedstra, Chief Operating Officer, Department for Education
Mr John Scalzi, Chief Procurement Officer/Director, Procurement and Transport, Department
for Education
1 March 2019
Ms Jan Irvine, Director, State Operations/State Manager, South Australia and Northern
Territory, Consult Australia
Mr Scot Coleman, Past Chair, SA Committee, Consult Australia
22 March 2019
Mr Craig Broderick, Manager, United Office Choice
Mr Anwar Daou, Sales Manager, United Office Choice
5 April 2019
Mr Greg Knagge, Chief Executive Officer, Nation Creative Pty Ltd
Mr Phillip Boyle, Managing Director, Nation Creative Pty Ltd
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3 May 2019
Ms Ann Thomas, Founder and former Chief Executive Officer, Image Wear
Mr Kim Thomas, former Operations Manager, Image Wear
17 May 2019
Mr John Scalzi, Chief Procurement Officer/Director, Procurement and Transport, Department
for Education
Mr Ross Treadwell, Executive Director, Infrastructure, Department for Education
Ms Nicolle Rananten, Presiding Member, State Procurement Board
Mr Roger Horstmann, Manager, State Procurement Board Police, Review and Support,
Government Services, Department of Treasury and Finance
Mr Mark Carey, Acting Executive Director, Government Services, Department of Treasury
and Finance
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APPENDIX 3 – PROCUREMENT SUBMISSIONS TO
THE STATE PROCUREMENT BOARD BY
AGENCY
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APPENDIX 4 – LIST OF STATE PROCUREMENT
BOARD POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
Procurement Governance
- Procurement Authority and Governance Policy
- Procurement Accreditation Guideline
- Assurance Program Guideline
Procurement Reporting
- Board Procurement Reporting Policy
- Base Level Procurement Reporting Guideline
Government Requirements
- International Obligations Policy
- Emergency Situation Procurement Policy
- Sustainable Procurement Guideline
- Probity and Ethical Procurement Guideline
- Contract Register Policy
- Value for Money in Procurement Guideline
Procurement Process
- Acquisition Planning Policy
- Market Approaches and Contracts Guideline
- Market Analysis Guideline
- Panel Contracts Guideline
- Supplier Selection Policy
- Contract Management Policy
- Risk Management Guideline
- Simple Procurement Policy
- Disposal Guideline
- Supplier Complaints Policy
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